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Presenting the IoT Sandbox:
A catalyser of insights

Joep Frens & Mathias Funk, Future Everyday Group, Industrial Design

Introduction
Designing for systems, that is, complex contexts with diverse 
users, needs and expectations can be a challenging task if there
are few or limited ways to explore, experiment, and embed design 
concepts early in the process. The IoT Sandbox [1] addresses this
problem through a physicalization of the to be designed for
context at different scales. It allows for physical, tangible and also
data access to a simulated environment that support design tasks
in-situ. When designing with the IoT Sandbox, we can observe
how design teams deal with limitations and, together, explore how
emergent behaviors can be emphasized, grown and essentially
designed.
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Core functionality
1. Television
2. Streaming audio
3. Targetable light strip
4. Actuated blinds

[1] Frens, Joep, Mathias Funk, Bastiaan van Hout, and Joep Le Blanc. 2018. Designing the IoT Sandbox. In Proceedings of the 2018 Designing Interactive Systems 
Conference, 341–354. DIS ’18. New York, NY, USA: ACM. doi:10.1145/3196709.3196815.
1 OOCSI is a connectivity framework for design andprototyping, see more: https://oocsi.net

Emergent functionality
a. TV audio over the speakers
b. Light dims for TV
c. Light at dinner table, blinds 

give privacy
d. Activate light group a
e. Activate light group b
f. Light responds to audio

IoT Sandbox
This poster presents the IoT Sandbox: a (scale 
model of a) smart home that is equipped with 
actuators and a modular interface that controls 
the smart home. This modular interface can 
respond to changes in the functionality of the 
smart home whereby it offers unique possibilities 
for designers to explore different avenues of 
physically rich interaction in domestic personal 
spaces.

Data Canvas
All sensors and actuators within the IoT Sandbox 
are connected via the OOCSI1 system. The 
system is open and transparent which facilitates 
the parallel collaboration of multiple design teams 
creating concepts and prototypes using the data 
streams that the IoT Sandbox exhibits. In addition 
to the physical sandbox, the data canvas is 
visualized as a 3D model together with real-time 
data streams from smart things to sandbox and 
back. Shared data supports designing complex 
systems.


